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Abstract. The authors set a timely problem that concerns development of decision making 
models, which allow formalizing expert subjective ideas about technical index level of 
engineering products. The authors proposed a formalization model of expert knowledge about 
technical index level of engineering products on the basis of fuzzy sets. The model has a 
method of membership-function construction for linguistic variable terms on the basis of 
exponential functions. 
1.  Introduction   
The first paragraph after a heading is not indented (Bodytext style). Manufacture of innovative 
products is connected with many science-based engineering solutions, some of which could not be 
provided with a pure mathematical tool. That is why some of technological, constructive, 
organizational, and other decisions when people create and produce engineering products need experts 
in every branch. To support a decision making process it is necessary to form a method and model 
complex for decision support, which can process expert estimations and knowledge [1]. 
One of the problems, which experts have to solve when estimating a level and marketability of 
complex science-based units, is estimation of some technical indexes, quality merits and so on. During 
the process experts have to use qualitative (word) evaluations, for example, “high lifting capacity”, 
“weakness”, etc. [2]. That is why a timely problem is development of methods and models for 
decision making, which allow formalizing qualitative and quantitative evaluations, formalizing 
subjective expert ideas about any engineering product characteristic. It is proposed to use methods of a 
fuzzy set theory, which helps model smooth change of an object, and also unknown functional 
relationships presented as qualitative connections. 
2.  Formalization model of expert knowledge about a technical index level of engineering 
products 
When scientists describe a decision making process in its hard formalized stages they take into 
account the following: 
 a decision making process is characterized by some input parameters and one output 
parameter; 
 some information given by experts about decision making strategies in standard situations is 
described by a set of conditional statements in terms of fuzzy and linguistic variables that 
connect input and output variables [3]. 
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For example, if an expert arranges statements about a value of an output variable depending on 
values of two input variables, the system of standard fuzzy statements can be as follows (1):   
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Statements jiE are statements of the type:  kYiX aa YX    is   AND     is  . 
The statement jiE represents itself an input fuzzy situation i, which can be if the linguistic variable
V  has a value of jVa .  
For example, 
11 YX11
   is   AND     is : aaE YX  .     
X, Y are the range of input parameters (technical data of products) that tangibly influences the 
output parameter V. 
  X ,, XX T ,   Y ,, YY T ,   V ,, VV T  are linguistic variables that are defined on the range 
X,Y and V. 
A fuzzy variable is a variable of the type: 
  C X,, , 
where  is a name for a fuzzy variable;   xX   is a range of definition; 
 xxC /)(   is a fuzzy set on X that describes restriction to possible values of the fuzzy 
variable  (its semantics). [4]. 
A linguistic variable is a variable of the type:   X ,,T where: 
 is a name of a linguistic variable; 
T is its range (term-set) that represent fuzzy variable names; 
X is a range of definition for fuzzy variables [5]. 
Linguistic variables play important role in fuzzy model designing. With their help it is possible to 
formalize qualitative information about a decision making object, which is verbalized by specialists-
experts [6].  
Therefore the most important stage in a decision making process on the basis of fuzzy methods is 
the selection of methods for membership function construction of linguistic variables. Some indexes of 
engineering products should be presented as linguistic variables. It provides comparison of qualitative 
and quantitative expert evaluations. Depending on a factor type one applies different methods for 
membership function construction: for example, on the basis of pair-wise comparison, statistical data 
processing, standard functions, and so on [7, 8, 9]. This article considers the method based on standard 
functions. 
During the process of expert estimation formalizing about the level of some technical indexes, in 
the majority of cases it is not necessary to have a model of high accuracy, rough description is enough. 
To construct membership functions of such notions it is possible to use direct methods based on direct 
expert assigning of a membership or function degree, which allows calculating a value. 
To describe a membership function it is proposed to use a normal distribution frequency function 
of a continuous random quantity (Gaussian curve): 
22 2/)(
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where a is an expected value of a random variable; 
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 is a mean-square deviation. 
Membership function x  takes on values in the interval [0, 1], but conditions for terms description 
of linguistic variables suppose to use only normal fuzzy sets that describe basic values of linguistic 
variables. That is why it is necessary to normalize the frequency function of normal distribution. To do 
this it is necessary to divide it by a maximum value. The frequency function of normal distribution has 
its maximum value when x=a, here. 
 2
1y                                                                  (3) 
 
Consequently:  
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The parameter a is such x value as completely corresponds with a term described notion according 
to an expert point of view. 
The parameter  (i.e. the multiplier factor is 
22
1
  ) characterizes largeness of a definition 
range for a membership function or a fuzzy degree x . 
Exponential functions are wildly used for membership function description. Let us consider a 
possibility to specify function parameters (3) by an expert way. 
The parameter a is a dominant element of a fuzzy set, the membership function is 1x . An 
expert should select from a definition range of a linguistic variable the value that is “perfect” for 
describing a necessary notion. The parameter a is specified by an expert for every basis value of a 
linguistic variable.   
Every value from a definition range of a linguistic variable should go with at least one notion (basis 
value of a linguistic variable), that is why membership functions of fuzzy variables, which describe 
neighbor basis values of a linguistic variable, are supposed to cross over. So the expert can set such a 
value x, when membership functions of neighbor term sets have the same values. It means that the 
expert set the value with which according to his opinion it is difficult to say what a neighbor value of a 
linguistic variable it refers to. The expert can also identify a membership degree of the value x to 
fuzzy sets of a neighbor term sets.     
Now it is necessary to specify the parameter , that cannot be directly set by the expert, because a 
person can hardly imagine measure of characteristic dispersion related to its average value. The 
parameter   can be expressed in terms of the formula (3):  
x
ax
 ln
)(2
2
2

 ;                                                         (4) 
where x is the value Xx , when membership functions of neighbor term sets have the same 
values; 
x  is a membership degree of the value xX to fuzzy sets of a neighbor term sets. 
So, all function parameters (3) can be specified either by an expert or on the basis of his 
information. For terms  construction of a linguistic variable the expert should set n values ai, (n–1) of 
the values 
jk
x and 
jk . 
As membership functions have to have a final range of definition and exponential functions are 
infinite, we take up the range of α-level when α=0.05 as a range of definition for fuzzy variables, 
which define basis values of a linguistic variable. 
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Membership functions of linguistic variable terms are set by the following functions (5):   
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where: 
ix is a membership function of i-term  of a linguistic variable; 
ni ,1  is a number of a linguistic variable terms, term  numeration is from left to right; 
ai is a dominant element of i-term  fuzzy set. 
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where 
jk
x is a value Xx , when membership functions of neighbor terms have the same values; 
1,1  nj  is a number of the value 
jk
x , numeration is from left to right; 
jk is a membership degree of the value jkx  to fuzzy sets of neighbor terms (separation value); 
1nnx  is  x values that define a definition range of fuzzy variables.   
This method simplifies the procedure of membership function construction, and function 
memorization by the computer, when it is provided meeting requirements for membership functions of 
linguistic variable terms [3]. The expert can also change membership functions, and a definition range 
of a linguistic variable. One more advantage is that a membership function is defined on a continuous 
carrier; it allows calculating its value at any variable value. 
3.  Examples of expert knowledge formalization about technological index level of engineering 
products on the basis of a fuzzy model 
We construct a term sets for a linguistic variable Y – item technical complexity (unit of 
measurement is a ball) with a range of definition Y = [0;100] and basis range TY  = {low, medium, 
high} = {
321
,, YYY aaa }. 
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Expert estimations of parameters needed for membership function construction of Y variable are 
presented in table 1. 
Table 1. Expert estimations of parameters for a linguistic variable Y – technical 
complexity of an item 
Basis values Dominant value y of the 
fuzzy set that describes 
a term , ai 
Breakpoint values 
of neighbor terms 
jk
y  
Membership degree 
of neighbor values  
(separation value), 
jk  
1Y
a - low 0  
25
1
ky  
75
2
ky  
 
5.0
1
k  
5.0
2
k  2Y
a - medium 50 
3Y
a - high 100 
 
We process the expert data. 
1. We calculate the value 
j
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k
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aу
 ln
)(
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2

  according to the formula (6). 
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2. We calculate the values iky , when 05.0
iy
а according to the formula: 
05.0ln2 211111  ay ; 05.0ln2 221221  ay ;                              (7) 
05.0ln2 222222  ay ; 05.0ln2 232332  ay . 
11y =51.98; 21y = -1.98; 22y =101.98; 32y =48.02. 
As 21y = -1.98; 22y =101.98 leave Y range of definition, so we take up 21y = 0; 22y =100. 
3. We define membership functions according to the formulae (5) taking into account the limits (7): 







;98.51y when 0
;98.510 when ]75.901/)(exp[
;0 when 1
2
1
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y
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Figure 1 presents graphs of linguistic variable terms “Item technical complexity”. 
 
Figure 1. Graphs of linguistic variable terms “Item technical complexity” 
 
In this example dominant values of linguistic variable terms are equally arranged in a defined 
definition range.  
This method allows obtaining membership functions even when term  intervals are unequally 
arranged.   
For example, when formalizing expert knowledge for the linguistic variable Y – loading capacity 
(tons) with the range Y = [0;50] and the basis range TY  = {low, medium, high} = {
321
,, YYY aaa }, we 
got expert estimations of parameters, which are presented in Table 2. 
Table 2. Expert estimations of parameters for the linguistic variable Y – loading 
capacity  
Basis values Dominant value y of 
the fuzzy set that 
describes a term , ai 
Breakpoint values 
of neighbor terms 
jk
y  
Membership degree of 
neighbor values   
(separation value), 
jk  
1Y
a - low 0  
10
1
ky  
35
2
ky  
 
5.0
1
k  
5.0
2
k  2Y
a - medium 20 
3Y
a - high 50 
We process the expert data. 
1. We calculate the values 
j
j
k
ik
ij
aу
 ln
)(
2
2
2

 . 
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2. We calculate the values iky , when 05.0
iy
а according to the formula (7): 
11y =20.78; 21y = -0.78; 22y =51.16; 32y =18.84. 
As 21y = -0.78; 22y =51.16 leave Y range of definition, so we take up 21y = 0; 22y =50. 
3. We define membership functions according to the formulae (5): 







;78.20y when 0
;78.200when ]16.144/)(exp[
;0 when 1
2
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


;5020when ]1.324/)20(exp[
;200when ]16.144/)20(exp[
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


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
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.50y when 1
;5018.84 when ]1.324/)50(exp[
;84.18 when 0
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On the basis of the proposed model it is possible to determine values of input variables. 
We can show a fuzzification process of three fuzzy statements: “low loading capacity”, “medium 
loading capacity”, and “high loading capacity” for the input linguistic variable “loading capacity” 
when we need to estimate the index “loading capacity” for products that have the index value 30 (tons) 
out of the possible value interval [0,50]. According to the formulae (9) we calculate values: 
0)30(
1

yа ; 735,0)30(2 yа ; 291,0)30(3 yа . 
Therefore, the most membership degree of the input variable value y=30 corresponds to the second 
statement: medium loading capacity. Obtained crisp values of the true input value for a linguistic 
variable terms  can be used at the next stage of a decision making process, for example, in models of 
expert knowledge formalization about dependence of an output product parameter from several input 
parameters, with application of different logical derivation methods (1).  
4.  Conclusion 
The proposed fuzzy model for formalization of expert knowledge about technical index level of 
engineering products has an inherent value, because with its help it is possible to model a smooth 
intensive membership change of definite index values to an estimated level. As the result we have a 
possibility to transform qualitative expert estimations into quantitative values and vice versa, and 
make fuzzification of fuzzy statements. Expert confidence in a preferable index value is also taken into 
account in contrast to the general practice when they set threshold values. 
In the model we realized the method of membership function construction of linguistic variable 
terms on the basis of exponential functions, which allow the expert to easily set membership functions 
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with the help of a few number of parameters. The membership function is determined on a continuous 
carrier, what allows calculating its value at any variable values.         
Linguistic variables obtained on the basis of the proposed fuzzy model help characterize input and 
output factors in decision making models, which formalize expert knowledge about a decision making 
strategy in standard situations. 
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